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Hays: Werner, Paradoxical Resolutions: American Fiction since James Joy

CRAIG HANSEN WERNER, PARADOXICAL RESOLUTIONS:
AMERICAN FICTION SINCE JAMES JOYCE
URBANA, CHICAGO , AND LONDON: THE UNIVER
SITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS, 1982 x, 237 pp. $18.95.

Werner’s book, as the subtitle indicates, is a survey of Joyce’
influence on American fiction, and, as such, Werner examines some
twenty-three writers, mostly novelists. As is true of any survey, one
wonders at the principles that guided selection, even when the determining factor—Joyce’s influence—is clearly stated, for only Faulkner
and Richard Wright represent pre-World War II authors—not John
Dos Passos or Henry Roth, both obviously affected by Joyce, nor
Ernest Hemingway, whom recent research has shown took more than
wine with Joyce
Robert Gajdusek’ “Dubliners in Michigan: Joy
ce’s Presence in Hemingway’ In Our Time” in the Fall 1982 Heming
way Review).
Werner concentrates on post-war authors who use some aspect of
Joyce’s technique—myth, a variety of styles, encyclopedic reference,
the universal significance that can be expressed through scrupulously
close observation of “particular characters in their particular
situations”—to bridge that gap that Richard Chase has identified in
American fiction, that between novel and romance, realism and sym
bolism. Since Werner deals, for the most part, with authors who admit
to having read Joyce and having been either inspired or provoked by
him, he is protected to some extent from critics who question his
inclusions, but only to some extent. Surely every literate twentieth
century English language author has heard of Joyce, and most of the
writers Werner deals with were college educated. But Joyce is not
alone in literature in dealing with the discrepancy between romance
and novel, the dream and the real: Cervantes’ Quixote, Voltaire’ Candide, and Melville’s Ishmael, with the serene blue ocean over cannibal
istic sharks—all struggle with the same problem; and for Werner to
suggest that Joyce was the sole or even primary source of dealing with
this dichotomy is to do a disservice to his readers, a disservice hard to
believe from one so well and broadly read.
Thus in discussing Faulkner, Werner speaks of Joyce’s influence
on Mosquitoes, excluding that of Aldous Huxley. To cite Richard
Chase, as he
as having established the “dominant critical posi
tion” on As I Lay Dying, is to ignore twenty-five years of more recent
criticism, especially that by post-structuralists; to say that “stoic
sufferer Cash and the brave but impulsive Jewel perform the heroic
actions” of As I Lay Dying ignores the question of whether that
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bravery is heedless foolhardiness; and to speak of “the romantic
plantation mythology of ‘Was’ ” is to ignore the criticism implicit in
equating Turl—Buck and Buddy’s half-brother—with the fox as an
object to be hunted. In his treatment of Go Down, Moses, Werner does
not pay sufficient tribute to Roth’ mistress who, like Bloom, accepts
love and loss as realistically inevitable; but he does posit a very
interesting concept of Ike and Lucas as mutually balancing heroes,
one more romantic, one more realistic, both limited.
To quibble again about selection, now about more recent authors,
if Joyce is the master who supplies the paradigm to balance the
wished-for with the real, is his model followed by Malamud in those
mythic texts The Natural and The Assistant, by Heller in Catch-22, by
Vonnegut? If Mailer has learned Joyce’ lesson in Armies of the
Night, is it still apparent in Why Are We in Vietnam? Further, Werner
evaluates the authors he discusses only on how successfully they have
balanced romance and naturalism, symbolism and realism; he does
not evaluate the success of the writers in entrancing their readers,
involving them with their protagonists. Thus his discussions at times
are like well-written engineering reports, revealing structure and sig
nificance, but not appearance and worth. Are Ronald Sukenick’s and
Raymond Federman’ experiments equal to Faulkner’ and
Pynchon’s?
I bother to ask these questions because ParadoxicalResolutions is
a good book, comparable in many ways to Tony Tanner’ City of
Words and Raymond Olderman’s Beyond the Wasteland; if it were not
good one could dismiss it, but because it is good one wishes it were still
better. I especially liked—which means I agreed with—Werner’s read
ings of Ellison, Bellow, and Pynchon, and I have learned from him.
Even when I disagreed, I have to admit that he has a probing intellect,
and that his conclusions force me to re-evaluate my own positions on
the books discussed—always healthful. My criticisms express my
disappointment in not learning more from this informative, wellwritten, jargon-free book.
Peter L. Hays

The University of California, Davis
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